Background: Laparoscopic surgery (LS), also referred to as minimally invasive surgery, is a
rectectomy. 4 The last 5 years have seen a significant advancement of laparoscopy for colorectal cancer which has resulted in evolvement of new techniques and their integration into current practice.
Due to the different hand-eye coordination, lacking a sense of depth on the 2D video stream captured by the laparoscope, and the fulcrum effect of long instrument manipulation, LS is generally difficult to learn by conventional apprenticeship practice through observation and imitation. Basic LS technical skills such as suturing and ligation could be trained by laparoscopic box. 5 However, due to the lack of realistic visual and tactile feeling of human tissues, novice surgeons and residents usually choose training by directly performing the surgery on real patients under the supervision of senior surgeons.
A virtual-reality (VR) based simulator, which offers a safe, efficient, repetitive and low cost solution, has been developed to overcome the above difficulties in training. There are already several commercial VR based LP simulators: LapSim (http://www.surgical-science.com/), Lap Mentor (http://simbionix.com/simulators/) etc. in the market. They provide training functions in cholecystectomy (gallbladder removal), ectopic pregnancy, myomectomy and so on. At present, colorectal cancer is the fifth commonest cancer in China, with one new case diagnosed every 1.5 min on average, 6 and 90% of cases are suitable for laparoscopic surgery. However, in hospitals there is a relative lack of surgeons trained to perform such complex surgery. This is particularly true for rectal cancer radical surgery, which is the most technically challenging for the laparoscopic colorectal surgeon. Therefore, we decided to focus on rectal cancer radical surgery simulation.
Many existing simulation systems use a mass-spring system (MSS) as the physical model of soft tissue due to its simplicity. [7] [8] [9] A vital drawback of the MSS method is that it cannot reflect volumetric effects, such as volume conservation or the prevention of volume inversions, 10 which limits the physical accuracy. Another popular approach is the finite element method (FEM), 11 
| MATERIALS AND METHODS
As shown in Figure 3 , the hardware of our simulator consists of a LED monitor, a wireless keyboard, a foot pedal, a workstation with two haptic devices inside the simulator, and two laparoscopic instrument handles outside. We use Geomagic Touch (Phantom Omni of Sensible) as haptic feedback device, which could offer 6DOF input data with a resolution of 0.009 mm in 3D space, and up to 3.3 N 3DOF force output. 19 Although the Phantom Omni cannot provide the moment of force, we choose it as haptic device due to its continuous and stable performance in force output. In addition, its advantages of low cost and small size are suitable for it to be installed in our prototyped simulator. We modified the surgery instrument handle to get the continuous angle between two jaws of a grasper. Figure 4 is a snapshot of the software interface for our simulator. and topologies, and renders them graphically and haptically. Figure 5 illustrates the software architecture of our system. Technically, there are three innovative contributions:
1. a customized laparoscopic instrument handle offering continuous variable angle between two jaws of a grasper or scissors;
2. a multi-layer mechanical model to handle the soft tissue deformation of rectum, under the PBD framework;
3. bio-heat conduction based electrocautery simulation, which supports real-time topological change and realistic graphic rendering, designed for membrane tissue dissection.
| MODIFICATION OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENT HANDLE
In laparoscopic surgery, surgeons hold the handle and rotate it to control the angle between two jaws of a grasper or scissors. In simulator hardware design, how to collect the digital value of this jaw angle is a technical challenge. Here, as illustrated in Figure 6 , we modify the mechanical structure of the laparoscopic surgery handle to add electronic components, which can collect the digital value of the variable angle between the two jaws smoothly. At the beginning, we plan to use a slide rheostat to detect the rotation angle of the handle arms,
Hardware interface of our simulator, including (from top to bottom) touch screen, keyboard, simulator case with surgery handles, and foot pedal FIGURE 4 Software interface of our simulator however, due to the mechanical friction, there is an evident resistance when rotating the handle arms. Finally, we chose the mini potentiometer to detect the angle.
We fix the potentiometer on the axis of the handle, and connect , and we multiply this integer by 0.00488 V (5V/2 10 ) for normalization.
Finally, we transmit the digital data to our system by a UART in PIC24 and a serial-to-TTL cable. Since the UART translates bits of the voltage value into characters, we use the serial mode and set the baud rate as 115200 to read and parse the received characters. Many approaches have been adopted in graphics, such as the Finite Element Method (FEM), the Mass-Spring System (MSS), and
Position-Based Dynamics (PBD). MSS is one of the simplest approaches to simulate deformable objects by establishing springs between particles. 20 Because of its simplicity, it is an ideal framework for many interactive applications. However, MSS cannot reflect volumetric effects, such as volume conservation or the prevention of volume inversions. 10 Finite element method FEM subdivides a model into finite smaller and simpler elements and obtains results by solving partial differential equations. 21 Although FEM has been widely used in the fields of industry, film, and architecture for its physical accuracy, limited by its complex computation, FEM may not be a suitable solution for our application in real time. While some real-time simulations of relatively simple models can be achieved using the FEM FIGURE 5 Software architecture of simulation system FIGURE 6 Design of simulator handle (left) and internal structure of modified surgery handle (right) FIGURE 7 PIC24 and its work flow method, 22,23 the computational cost is heavy, especially for large movement and deformation frequently taking place in the intestine during laparoscopic rectal cancer radical surgery. In addition, when cutting occurs in FEM, it is necessary to update the global matrix at every time step in dealing with the topology change. This process is usually too time-consuming to run in real time for relatively complex models.
For this simulation, speed and controllability are the primary factors to be considered. As a secondary factor, we want physical computation as accurate as possible. A position-based method provides a high level of interaction controllability and stable performance even when simple and fast explicit time integration schemes are used. 24, 25 An extended PBD that accommodates the topology modification has been shown to be capable of handling soft tissue deformation and dissection. 26 This approach is a compromise between FEM and MSS in aspects of both efficiency and accuracy. For the above reasons, we prefer to construct a multi-layer PBD model in our application scenario.
Under the framework of PBD, different types of physics-based constraints can be customized and handled specially for our surgery scene. Therefore, it is particularly well suited to our specific surgery scene with complex biological environment. In the off-line stage of our program, we construct customized constraints for both the rectum model and the membrane tissue model. Then these separate models are integrated into a whole physical system using springs.
To describe the volume conservation of the rectum, we subdivided the rectum model into many small tetrahedrons. For each one of them, we initialize its four vertexes with positions, velocities and mass as initial physical status. Two types of internal constraints are given to provide a restoring force:
(1) Stretch constraints. We establish stretch constraints along the edges of tetrahedrons (Figure 8 ) to restrict the distance between two vertexes. It can be described as:
where d is the rest length of the edge. m 1 and m 2 indicate the mass of particle p 1 and p 2 . The final positional corrections of the stretch constraint are given in the Appendix A1.
(2) Volume conservation constraints. We give every single tetrahedron a volume conservation constraint ( Figure 9 ). which defines the particles (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) at the corners of the tetrahedron. It is designed to maintain the initial volume of each tetrahedron and then maintain the total volume. The volume conservation constraint can be described as:
where V 0 is the initial volume of tetrahedron. The final positional corrections of the volume constraint are given in the Appendix A2.
To simulate the behavior of the membrane tissue surrounding the rectum, we add a triangular surface mesh and construct a physical model for it. Similarly, we initialize the physical status for each vertex and define two different types of internal constraints: (1) stretch constraints, and (3) Bending constraints. Here, resistances derived from bending constraints conserve the dihedral angle between two adjacent triangles.
While moving, the projection point for each particle is updated accordingly and the bind constraint push or pull the particle to maintain the rest distance. The bending constraint can be described as: 
where the symbol ≻ denotes either = or ≥, m is the number of constraints. Using a non-linear Gauss-Seidel method, each constraint equation is linearized to
and can be solved separately by restricting Δx to be in the direction of ∇C. The correction vector of single vertex is calculated with the following form:
where ω i = 1/m i and λ i is a Lagrange multiplier
After several iterations, the correction of positions Δx i can be used to update the positions and velocities. Since the final deformation FIGURE 8 Illustration of stretch constraint between p 1 and p 2 for an edge FIGURE 9 Illustration of volume conservation constraint behavior results from several factors, such as length of time step, iteration times and stiffness of different constraints, it is hard to adjust these parameters to ideal values at one time.
| MULTI-LAYER PBD MODEL
To better describe the mechanical behaviour of the fat tissues between the rectum and membrane, we create a multi-layer structured PBD model, consisting of a dynamic layer and an interpolative layer.
The dynamic layer has its own mass nodes as physical model, which can be generated by uniform re-sampling from the original surface In the off-line stage, the dynamic layer is constructed from the original mesh model. As we have a high-resolution mesh with uniform triangular distribution, we sort these mass nodes by their positions to set up constraints in an intuitive way. Another advantage of rearranging the mass nodes by rows and columns is the maintainability and extensibility.
We can efficiently manipulate the constraints when topological changes occur, and down-sample the physical nodes regularly if necessary. For each vertex p i , we add three stretch constraints to its neighbouring vertices. Figure 11 illustrates this process and the connected stretch constraints are:
and C stretch (p i , j , p i + 1 , j + 1 ). As mentioned earlier, bilateral bending constraints are constructed for the shared edges of adjacent triangles.
We obtain the following equation:
where φ 0 is the initial dihedral angle between adjacent triangles on different sides; n 1 , n 2 are normal vectors of adjacent triangles. To avoid exaggerated deformation, nodes located at both the far-end and nearend of the membrane model are fixed. Finally, as shown in Figure 12 , each mass node on the dynamic layer of the membrane searches a linked vertex on the surface of the rectum, according to the following object function:
where n p is the normal vector of the vertex on the dynamic layer with index p; n q is the normal vector of the vertex on the surface of the rectum with index q; δ is an indicator function, whose value turns out to be infinite when the Euclidean distance of x p and x q exceeds a threshold, otherwise it is zero. These global springs bind the dynamic layer of the membrane and the tetrahedral model of the rectum together as an integrated physical system. To maintain real-time computation efficiency, we do not connect the rectum with other organs in the physical system.
But we construct a simple PBD surface model for the retroperitoneum and abdominal wall, to help the user identify the ureter and interact in a relatively completed abdominal environment. The physical model of the FIGURE 10 Illustration of relationship between rectum, membrane, tetrahedral mesh, surface mesh, dynamic layer, and interpolative layer FIGURE 11 Construction of stretch constraints on the membrane mesh abdominal wall supports deformation and movement during surgery simulation.
In the online stage, an explicit forward Euler integration method is employed to compute the velocity and position for each vertex at first.
Then external constraints, such as collision and grasping, are detected and generated at the beginning of each time step. We use the geometric method in 18 to detect collisions between surgical tools and surfaces of soft tissue. In the main loop, the solver iteratively updates the position of vertices to satisfy both external and internal constraints. Here, coupled with global springs above, we treat the tetrahedral model and the dynamic layer as one physical system. Finally, the surface mesh of the rectum is updated by barycentric-coordinates mapping. 28 Meanwhile, the position of each node x i on the interpolation layer can be calculated by linear interpolation between x p and x q .
| SIMULATION OF ELECTROCAUTERY
The electrocautery uses an adjustable current to heat the soft tissue directly and disconnect the cancerous tissues from the pelvic structure.
During the electrocautery procedure of rectal surgery, surgeons have to avoid damaging vulnerable tissues such as the ureter and the nerve plexus. In our work, we start with computation of heat conduction and temperature distribution on the surface of the membrane. Once the tip of the L-hook contacts the surface of the membrane, we fetch the local mapping texture around the contact point to perform the graphic simulation. The temperature distribution T(x, t) is governed by the twodimensional bio-heat differential equation 29 :
where ∇ 2 is the Laplace operator, k is the thermal conductivity of the tissue, ω b is the effective blood perfusion parameter, c b is the blood heat capacity, T α is the blood inlet temperature or steady-state temperature of the tissue, q m is the metabolic heat generation rate of the tissue, and q g is the externally generated heat rate from electrosurgical heating. Here we ignore ω b , c b and q m to simplify this equation to
since compared with the external input heat, the energy change caused by metabolism, compression of the tissue and blood flow is so small that it can be ignored. The distributed heat source q g can be computed by:
where J is the surface current density (A/m) and E is the electric field intensity (V/m). These two physical quantities can be derived by the Laplace equation 30 :
∇⋅ σ∇V ð Þ¼ 0; (13) where V is the electric potential (V) and σ is the electrical conductivity (S/m). Here we consider the electrical conductivity to be constant for the membrane. The Laplace equation can be solved efficiently and independently. Then we bring the heat source result back to the heat conduction equation. The boundary condition is convective heat loss of the surface. There is:
where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient, T α is the ambient temperature and n is the unit outward normal on the boundary. 
Temperature distribution on the surface of membrane model 
where v = min((T − T α )(T vaporization − T α ), 1.0).The topological modification in electrocautery procedure is based on the change of mass nodes status. We initialize every node in the system with valid status at the beginning. A node turns into invalid status only if its temperature exceeds the threshold of vaporization and it is irreversible. As is shown in Figure 14 , once a node becomes invalid, it will affect its surrounding stretch constraints. Supposing P becomes an invalid node, all its connected edges will have a decreased initial length L 0 = αL 0 , due to the residual strain of the bio-structure. It will pull node P inward with stronger stretches. When node Q becomes invalid, the initial length of four edges will be updated and the edge between P and Q will be deleted.
We compute the haptic feedback when the virtual instrument contacts the membrane tissue or the rectum. It contains a vector of outward normal for the mesh surface and a magnitude, which is proportional to the depth of instrument embedded in the tissue. The parameter coefficient can be set based on biological experiments.
| RESULTS
In this section, we present brief qualitative and quantitative results of our implementation in terms of both visual and computational performance. After frequent two-way communications with surgeons and a number of iterative tests, we obtained feasible parameters of PBD (Table 1 ) and physical properties of tissue (Table 2 ) in experiments.
During the simulation loop, a shrinking effect of the soft tissue, which benefits from the spring between the rectum and the dynamic layer of surrounding membrane, will be performed after the drag and release by the grasper. As illustrated in Figure 15 and video, the intestine tissue can deform in real time and give a response to interaction very fast. Figure 16 shows the visual effects of our electrocautery process, which contains texture change, smoking, bleeding and topology modification. Figure 17 illustrates the geometry detail of topology modification on the surface mesh.
We also compare our system with some commercial product. LapMentor, the change of electrocautery incision during the procedure is discontinuous, piece by piece, while our simulation provides a more realistic and continuous visual effect.
| COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE
The computational performance of our algorithms was tested on a Lenovo desk computer (Win10 X64 Intel Core i7-4790 CPU FIGURE 14 Topological modification in electrocautery procedure. All stretch constraints connected with the node P (green lines) are modified to shrink because of the residual strain (left). If node Q becomes invalid, both P and Q will separate away from each other and PQ is deleted (right) 3.60GHz, 8GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760). The haptic refreshing frequency was >1000 Hz and the graphic display was updated at a standard 60 frames per s. Here we present a pie chart of computation cost percentage for all tasks in simulation ( Figure 18 ). We also compare our techniques with the work in Pan et al., 18 which used a mass-spring system to simulate the behavior of the rectum in LP surgery. Table 3 gives comparison results. Our simulation has a significant improvement in the following aspects:
1. computation performance: our implementation reached a 105
FPS versus 45 FPS in previous work;
2. complexity of model: we built a larger scale scene with detailed geometric information and texture;
3. physical accuracy: volume conservation can be expressed by multiple types of PBD constraints in our implementation.
Our PBD system has a very similar complexity with Qian et al. topology-unchanged projective dynamics system (see Table 4 Table 5 shows the results of this questionnaire.
Our simulation showed good overall realism and usefulness. In the questionnaire, 93% of participants consider the deformation of soft tissues were realistic (i.e. 4 or 5) and 86% of participants regarded realism FIGURE 17 Stretch constraints before cautery (left) and topology modification after cautery (right). Constraints in red were deleted, constraints in yellow were modified by L 0 = 0.7L 0 FIGURE 18 Distribution of computation cost for all tasks in one simulation time step. The most time-consuming task is PBD deformation, which takes 4.71 ms of the appearance of the simulator interface was good. For the electrocautery task, 80% of responses were 4 or more, indicating a plausible visual realism. Overall usefulness in learning fundamental surgical skills got a 3.9 average score among all responses, which means that majority of the participants agreed good usefulness in training of LS skills.
| CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a well-developed VR simulator for laparoscopic radical cancer surgery. It is equipped with a new designed surgery instrument handle. The continuous state collection makes the virtual instrument, such as grasper, precisely controlled.
In the software development, we focus on promoting the efficiency and the physical accuracy of soft tissue deformation. Here we employ a PBD framework, which can impose various physics-based constraints such as stretch, volume conservation and bending, allowing realistic deformation in a robust and efficient way. A multilayer PBD model has been designed to better describe the mechanical behavior of the rectum and its surrounding membrane tissues.
Both the experimental data and the subjective feedback from surgeons have proved that our system can realistically simulate the deformable rectum and membrane in real time. A bio-heat conduction based temperature computation model has also been proposed to simulate the electrocautery procedure, guaranteeing a physical basis for topology update and texture manipulation on the membrane surface.
These initial results and validation infer that our simulator provides a physics-based interactive platform for basic skill training of laparoscopic radical cancer surgery. The realistic deformation of soft tissue can be similarly implemented for a wide range of human organs, in other advanced laparoscopic procedures.
| LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A major limitation of our simulation system is that the interaction of electrocautery only occurs on the surface of the membrane. In a next step, a volume-based method for topology update and rendering is required to fix this defect. In a preliminary validation study, our system has shown its overall realism and usefulness in surgical training, however, there is a lack of some noticeable cues in our scenario, such as the ureter and the nerve plexus. Instructions and warnings should be given when a trainer burns these wrong areas by mistake. We will also consider a more complex haptic algorithm and device, i.e. the Phantom Premium, which can provide multi-point haptic feedback.
Among the results in the questionnaire, the lowest scores are for 'quality and realism of force feedback' (Table 4) . We are considering some more advanced algorithms of tactile and haptic feedback 31 to replace the basic method provided by OpenHaptics API. As the position-based projective methods have been further developed in recent years, [32] [33] [34] [35] our traditional PBD framework for the soft body model is relatively simple. It would be necessary to investigate more effective numerical methods and GPU parallel solver to handle complicated physical simulation in surgery.
